Productsup is a tech company that revolutionized the way in which product data was being handled. We provide the most
efficient and user-friendly software to manage and optimize product data. Our cloud platform helps online retailers and
marketing agencies structure, automate and optimize large product data feeds for the most popular online shopping and
marketing channels across the globe.
We’re a fast-growing, innovative firm that was founded in 2010. The extraordinary and dedicated team has turned
Productsup into a global player. This is your chance to become part of our success story.

Team: 25-30

|

Markets: Global

Senior
Frontend
Developer
(m/f)
Berlin
Have you got what it takes?
We’d love to hear from you!
Send your application to:

Roland Fiala
VP Engineering
rf@productsup.io

|

Offices: Berlin + Munich + San Francisco

| www.productsup.io

Job description:
As a Senior Frontend Developer it will be your designated responsibility to develop and
improve the Usability and User Experience for our ProductsUp platform. You will also work on
creating a state-of-the-art frontend architecture, develop new user-facing features and be
able to investigate and incorporate new technologies during your daily work life. In doing so
you are supported by millions of product specifications, a strongly scalable server
infrastructure and a team of highly talented developers. Most importantly you have room for
your individual solution processes.

What you bring to the team:
Very good programming skills (including OOP concepts) with minimum five years’ work
experience
You have experience with large JS code bases and frameworks like React.js, D3.js and
relay.js
You are self-driven, structured and responsible
You have an eye for UX/UI and aesthetics
Good understanding of asynchronous request handling, partial page updates, and AJAX
Knowledge of PHP programming is a big plus
Motivation to dive into large code bases to find/fix issues
Daily use of Git
Excellent English skills, both written and verbal

What we offer you:
Full-time job with a fair and attractive salary
Modern workplace in the heart of Berlin
High level of personal responsibility
Open communication with a flat hierarchy
A highly motivated, international and dynamic team
Friendly coexistence of Linux, Windows and Mac ;)
Regular team events
Drinks, fresh fruit & snacks daily

